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Vertical

Full-screen videos

Concise

11-17 second content 
performs best, and all 
videos should be at 
least 6 seconds

Attention Grabbing

Have a strong hook in the 
beginning of the video, and 
give users a reason to watch 
through to the end

Trend-Centric

Create around in-app 
trends, themes and memes

Mobile First

No expensive camera or 
editing equipment needed

Consistent

The more you post, the more 
opportunities there are to go 
viral and build a following

Technical
Best Practices 
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Q&A Chat with Nur B. Adam
Bucks County Courier Times, MMJ



Nur’sViral
Videos
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Don’t forget the fans

Have fun
Don’t shy away from trends

Content Partnerships.

TikTok is known as the 
“fun” social media platform, 
don’t take it too seriously if 

you don’t have to
Incorporate trends and 

trending sounds into your 
videos

The High School Sports experience 
isn’t just about the athletes

Bring awareness to your work
You are on TikTok to let people 

know of your works and to 
engage with a different audience
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Nur’s tips 
for TikTok

Make Journalism Accessible 
To Young People

Be where the reader is. Young 
readers are on TikTok so being 
on the platform will let them see 
your coverage.

Listen To Your Audience

Involve the audience in the 
process. Let the kids lead and 
provide suggestions for what 
to post next. 

7

Be Approachable

Let students and student-
athletes know you are going 
to be at the game and invite 
them to ask questions or do 
a TikTok.

Go Beyond The Gamer

This is a great way to take 
your coverage beyond the box 
score.

Content Partnerships.



MoreHS Sports
Videos
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@bella_barstow1012

@betonpublicschools
@highschoolsportsawards

Content Partnerships.

Use videos created by your 
followers to build up your 
community and elevate 

local content. 

UGC is part of TikTok and 
Social Media.

Have athletes record 
answers to question on their 

computer or their phone

TikTok is great for showcasing 
great photography

@IndyStar

Use highlights from videos 
you take at your game



Nur’sTikToks
Follows
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@USAToday 

@WashingtonPost
@YahooNews

Content Partnerships.

Trailblazers with 850K 
Followers

Recent growth via 
livestreaming

Top headlines & key 
moments

@SophiaSmithGaler
Example of how reporters 
can share their stories on 

TikTok
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News content 
leaders
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@USAToday 

@WashingtonPost
@YahooNews

Content Partnerships.

Trailblazers with 850K 
Followers

Recent growth via 
livestreaming

Top headlines & key 
moments

@SophiaSmithGaler
Example of how reporters 
can share their stories on 

TikTok
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News 
Strategies

Keep it snappy

Speedy storytelling holds 
attention best

Personality-driven

Whether feature a 
“personality” or not, make your 
TikTok presence feel human

12

Lean evergreen

Views will distribute over 2-
5 days, make sure content 
doesn’t feel like old news

Offer context and 
background 

Explainers that give a bit of 
background to current 
news stories

Content Partnerships.
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Context & 
Personality

Videos that take a buzzword or 
theme from the news cycle and 
explain a bit of the background, 
often with a very TikTok vibe.

https://www.tiktok.com/@richelmoyan/video/687845207207379277
4

https://www.tiktok.com/@richelmoyan/video/6878452072073792774


News 
Examples
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@TwinCitiesPBS

@NorthJerseyEats 

@shahbaamkhan

Content Partnerships.

Food, restaurant and 
places to visit

TikTok is great for 
photography too. Short 
video followed by stills

Explain, educate, add 
context 

@adweek
Weekly recap of top stories 

on their website



True Crime
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The #TrueCrime hashtag 
has more than 2.7B views.

This specific  TikTok helped 
drive 2M+ pageviews to 
jacksonville.com.

Content Partnerships.



More Examples
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@ Omar

@PinoleBlue
@laistvids

@ DaraTucker

Content Partnerships.

Make it personal. 
Make it inspirational.Jumping on trends can be 

very helpful

Evergreen content that’s 
educational and informative

The power of engaging 
with a branded account
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iMovie

Can be used to create videos

InShot

Popular video editing 
app that can be used 
for TikTok or 
Instagram

Canva

Allows you to create graphics 
and already has TikTok
templates you can use

CapCut

App that allows you to 
create video

Captions

Easy way to create caption 
for you videos

MusicallyDown.com

Allows you to download a 
video without the watermark

Technical
Best Practices 
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Key Guidelines to Developing Your Strategy

Be a storyteller

Even a short video can have an arc from beginning, middle to end. Posts that tell a story tend to perform better than videos with a lot of 
repetition, or a single meme.

Experiment regularly 

The best way to learn what creates a sticky following is to keep experimenting. Try different formats, themes, trends, audio and edits to find 
your audience.

Approach TikTok as a “regular user”

Brand speak won’t break through on TikTok, where “homemade” content rules. The more your account reflects a point of view and feels 
like a human being is behind it, the more likely you will connect with our diverse, engaged and creative community.
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Tips on Community Management

Leverage TikTok tools

Use our native video features to incorporate community feedback directly into your content (reply with video, Stitch, duet, etc.)

Show up and engage.

The Comments section is a great place to build community; don’t be afraid to reply to followers. Geting to know your audience and learning 
what they want to see from you can help you develop an effective content strategy.

Lead with personality when it comes to captions.

Be fun and authentic; don’t give the whole story away. Drive engagement with appropriate calls-to-action and questions, but avoid 
sounding too spammy.
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Keep in mind…

Choose The Right Thumbnail

The right thumbnails can attract more fans to your profile, 
encourage viewers to watch through your videos because they 
know what to expect.

The Safe Zone

When shooting a video, keep all important information in 
the safe zone of the screen. For example: Text overlays

How to TikTok

20

20



Access to first-party, 
personalized data to 
inform your audience 
and content strategy

Data & 
Analytics

21



We’re just 
getting 
started… 
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Q&A


